
Beam Mounts
*$100 Credit
*credit applies to the Beam Mounts only
Beam Mounts for the Big Blue Bike Lift and Original Red Beam
Mounts are suited to any road going bike that has a duplex
frame (twin chassis rails) slung below either side of the
engine. In particular Harley Davidson’s, the wide variety of
Japanese Custom Bikes and many of the Classics which are still
in regular use. Beam Mounting brackets are designed to take
full advantage of the wide-based twin chassis frame layout to
offer you a rock-solid method of raising these special bikes

Can-Am mount
Used with the Big Blue Lift ONLY. Even the massive Can-Am
Spyder  can  be  lifted  with  the  Easy  Rizer  Big  Blue  Lift.
Whether  your  cleaning,  servicing  or  repairing  your  Can-Am
Spyder you can raise your machine to work bench height safely
and securely with your Big Blue.

Ducati Mounts
Ducati  Mounts  Original  Red  Only  This  mounting  has  been
designed specifically for use with Ducati’s Complete Bracket
Set

http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/beam-mounts/
http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/can-am-mount/
http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/ducati-mounts/


EASY RIZER RED
These mounts are the Swiss army knife of mounts. They were
designed to lift virtually all motorcycles, whether it's a V-
twin, parallel twin, triple, or four. The rear mount brackets
support the motorcycle under the foot peg pivot pin castings.

Footpeg Mounts
Footpeg Mounts for the Big Blue Bike Lift and Original Red
These mounts are the swiss army knife of mounts they were
designed to lift virtually all motorcycles regardless of age.
Whether its a v-twin, parallel twin, triple, or four, these
mounts work! Available in standard and heavy duty types.

Frame Mounts
Frame Mounts for the Big Blue Bike Lift and Original RedThese
mountings have been designed for applications where it is not
possible  to  lift  the  bike  by  employing  the  normal  ‘beam’
method in pairs, due to obstructions or uneven surfaces such
as the exhaust system or crankcase falling below the frame
line of the bike.

http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/easy-rizer-red/
http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/footpeg-mounts/
http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/frame-mounts/


HONDA GOLDWING MOUNT

HONDA VALKYRIE MOUNT
This mounting has been designed specifically for use with the
Valkyrie  and  must  be  used  in  conjunction  with  the  Beam
Mounting kit.

Multi Mounts
Multi Mounts for the Original Red Only When using Multi-Mounts
to lift v-twin engined bikes you may choose to opt for our V-
Twin variant which uses an alternative top element for the
front lifting bracket; this enables you to support the bike
via the cylinder barrel as opposed to cradling the collector
pipes.

V-TWIN MOUNTS
V-Twin/Sports/Super Bike Mounts for the Original Red Only This
mounting has been designed specifically for use with V-Twins

http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/honda-goldwing-mount/
http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/honda-valkyrie-mount/
http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/multi-mounts/
http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/v-twin-mounts/


Complete Bracket Set
Please Note: one set of mounts of your choice are provided
free when purchasing “The Big Blue” or “Original Red Bike
Lift” or as an alternative or mix and match basis…

Wheel Mounts
Wheel Mounts for the *Big Blue Bike Lift and Original Red The
two ‘hoop’shaped Wheel Mounting brackets are able to slide in
and  out  of  the  main  lifting  arm,  thus  allowing  you  to
individually  adjust  each  bracket  to  achieve  the  correct
fitment  *”Eazy  Rizer  Big  Blue”  is  designed  for  chassis
lifting.Wheel mounts can only be used on a mixed and match
basis.
Please Note: one set of mounts of your choice are provided
free when purchasing “The Big Blue” or “Original Red Bike
Lift” or as an alternative or mix and match basis…

http://bigbluemotorcyclelift.com/product/wheel-mounts/

